Clear Creek Park
6200-6520 Batavia Road (S.R. 32)

Fall 2020

(7) Full Size Fields: 1, 4, 5, 8, 11, 15, 16
size: 70 yards X 110 yards
(6) Comp 9v9 Fields: 6, 12, 13, 14, 17, 20
size: 50 yards X 80 yards
(3) Comp 7v7, Wings/Flyers Fields: 2, 7, 9
size: 60 yards X 40 yards
(2) Rec Shooter/Passer Fields: 21, 22
size: 40 yards X 30 yards

2 goals per field

Visit AndersonParks.com for field conditions

* Field map layout subject to change at any time